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2.4 Product Environment

The product environment model specifies an ecosystem that constitutes a product’s 
operational environment. An ecosystem encompasses a native environment and a set of 
entities that operate within that environment . A product’s behavior is expressed in 1

terms of its intended effects on its ecosystem. It interacts through platform-connected 
entities to monitor and influence properties and behavior of the native environment, as 
well as to monitor and coordinate entity operation relevant to product behavior.

The environment is specified in a form that supports building a product that can 
operate in a physical (natural/built) or a virtualized realization of such an environment. 
A virtualized realization is a medium for exploring, experiencing, or analyzing the 
behavior of a past, potential, or alternate reality. It can provide a facsimile 
approximation of an actual environment’s behavior to gain an understanding of that 
behavior, to evaluate product behavior in the characterized environment, to support 
training of personnel in operational use of the product, or to analyze the differing 
behaviors of alternative product realizations in that environment. A virtual (facsimile) 
realization of an entity (i.e., device, user, or system) may be created to operate in a 
virtualized environment or as a proxy for an unavailable physical realization.

The product environment model provides a basis for:

• Characterizing ecosystem information content in terms of which a product’s 
behavior is defined

• Characterizing entities that can provide the product with access to ecosystem 
information content and the means to initiate actions

• Building an instrumented facsimile of an ecosystem—a virtualization or 
operational approximation of its actual realization—as a medium for scenario-
based evaluations of a product’s actual versus expected behavior

 A native environment is characterized in terms of naturally-occurring and entity-influenced properties 1

and phenomena but may also include other animate and inanimate objects that need to be separately 
characterized in terms of properties and behavior that are relevant to product behavior.
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• Building a virtualized ecosystem as a product’s actual operational environment 
(e.g., as a medium for gaming or scientific modeling products)

• Specifying the properties and behavior of hardware that needs to be acquired, 
developed, or modified for use by the product

• Specifying the processes by which user and enterprise endeavors are performed

The product environment model has two elements: ecosystem information and 
ecosystem behavior. The ecosystem information element specifies the information 
content of the ecosystem and the capabilities each entity provides for accessing and 
affecting that content. The ecosystem behavior element specifies the natural behavior of 
the native environment and contained entities, for purposes of understanding how 
these relate to product behavior.

Specifying Ecosystem Information

The ecosystem information element specifies the information content of an environment 
in which products can operate. A product obtains observable content and operates on 
changeable content via interactions with entities operating in a physical or virtual 
realization of that environment. Native environment content is defined as the properties 
and phenomena that are observable by entities operating in that environment . Each 2

entity is defined by the ecosystem content that it is able to observe, plus the means it 
provides for modifying content.

Specifying Entity Information

Each entity is a conduit that a product can use to obtain selected environment 
information or to initiate, coordinate, and control actions that will influence ecosystem 
content and behavior. An entity may provide information obtained directly or from 
other entities or coordinate with other entities in performing actions.

Each entity is further defined by its own properties (e.g., health, behavioral quality, 
location, connectivity) that are product-accessible. Entity-specific content is used by the 

 A virtualized native environment can be represented as a self-referencing entity with which other 2

virtualized entities can interact.
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product to manage how each entity is used for monitoring or modifying ecosystem 
content. Behavioral quality criteria specified for an entity may be used in determining 
the quality of information it provides.

An entity is specified as an edge device, user (operating via associated interface 
devices), or system (in aggregate or as a collection of coordinated entities). Each entity 
has associated design specifications that describe its physical and logical realization—
behavioral quality criteria, communications protocols, hardware properties, 
dependencies on the computational platform—that determines how a product can make 
use of its capabilities. Access to each specified entity is encapsulated by the product in a 
software component that abstracts and optionally enhances its capabilities for use by 
other components.

Specifying Ecosystem Behavior

The ecosystem behavior element specifies the intrinsic behavior of an environment or 
entity as the basis for developers to understand that behavior or to create a virtual 
realization (i.e., a software-based product in its own right). A virtualization can serve, in 
whole or in part, as a product’s actual operational environment or as a proxy for an 
equivalent physical realization.

Conceptually, a product’s operational environment exists external to the product’s 
realization, accessible via a shared computation infrastructure. However, elements of an 
ecosystem that are virtualized may be realized directly within the product itself (e.g., 
the product manages a simulation of a scientific process or the operational environment 
behavior, the product is a game, or physical realizations are not available, infeasible to 
access, unable to be instrumented for monitoring and control of its behavior).

Specifying Native Environment Behavior

This specification describes the “natural” behavior of ecosystem elements independent 
of any product-engendered effects. This behavior may represent the effects of natural 
forces or entities operating in the ecosystem. However, an aspect of natural behavior is 
the response to potential externally-initiated phenomena.
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From a behavioral perspective, the native environment can be viewed as an entity in its 
own right. Viewing the native environment as an entity and specifying its behavior as 
such is integral to building a product that operates in a virtualized realization. Such a 
product may interact only with virtualized entities or only with physical entities that do 
not interact with the virtualized native environment.

The behavior of any entity of the ecosystem can be specified similarly. Each entity 
would be specified as a whole but may build upon the behaviors and interactions of its 
constituent elements.

Specifying Entity Behavior

Each entity is characterized in terms of the behavior it exhibits based on relevant 
behavioral quality criteria. Entities exhibiting identical behavior (e.g., instances that are 
interchangeable, that operate redundantly, or that track different sources of the same 
information) would be described by a single specification whereas any differences (e.g., 
similar entities that monitor the same information with different frequency or precision) 
would require separate specifications.

An entity is specified according to its observable behavior, recognizing that behavior 
may differ not only in terms of its provided content and actions but also the quality 
criteria associated with these. For example, two devices may provide the same 
information but at different degrees of range and precision; these would need to be 
specified as distinct entities.

The entity behavior specification for an edge hardware device describes its expected 
internal behavior, optionally to be used also as the basis for acquiring or fabricating a 
physical realization of such a device.

The entity behavior specification for a user role, defining associated responsibilities and 
capabilities, describes the processes that a user performs in operating in the ecosystem. 
User capabilities take the form of interactions using one or more defined interface 
hardware devices.

A system entity behavior specification describes the processes that the system performs 
in operating in the ecosystem. An enterprise business or other operational process can 
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be represented as a system entity operating in the ecosystem. A system may be defined 
as a unified whole or as a coordinated set of associated subordinate cooperating entities.

Specifying a Generalized Product Environment Model

The product environment model is necessarily simpler than the actual ecosystem in 
which a product will operate. A specification of a product’s operational environment 
must properly cover all aspects of an ecosystem that are relevant to the scope of that 
product; however, it could also describe aspects of the ecosystem that are beyond what 
a particular product needs to address .3

In this way, a product environment model may be collaboratively developed by 
multiple projects within a program, reducing the effort needed to build each of multiple 
products that are intended to operate in the same or other sufficiently similar 
operational environment. Each product would reference only a subset of the product 
environment specification that is within its scope of concern.

A generalized product environment model will specify all entities that are accessible by 
any encompassed product whereas each product is built to interact only with those 
entities that are referenced in its requirements model. Alternatively, a basic product 
environment model can be specified, identifying only native environment content 
needed by all products, to be extended with entities as needed by each development 
project.

 This concerns specifying an ecosystem for a collection of single evolving products; section 3.5 extends 3

this to specifying similar ecosystems for all instances of a product family.
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<---———-- {potential revisions}

Specifying Access to Ecosystem Information

Ecosystem content changes over time by natural phenomena and intrinsic behavior or 
as a result of associated entity actions. The basic purpose of an entity, as an 
intermediary to the product, is to provide access to observable information for an 
ecosystem and initiation of actions that can (directly or indirectly) effect changes in that 
information.

Each entity provides access to ecosystem information represented as discrete, 
composite, aggregate, or periodically sampled data values encoded in a computational 
representation. Values are traceable either directly to observed content or as a 
transformation of such content. Transformations can convert between analog and digital 
representations, store data for delayed access, derive composite, aggregate, or 
continuous values from a collection of discrete values, convert between units of 
measure, derive interpolated or smoothed values, time-series values, infer non-
observable values from observed values, predict changing content based on modeled 
ecosystem behavior or potential entity actions, etc.

An entity interface element specifies the information and actions supported by each 
entity. Information associated with each entity defines access to corresponding data that 
it is able to share and actions it can initiate. Each entity is specified in a form 
appropriate to the type and form of interactions that it supports—edge device, user 
interface, or system interface.

An edge entity is a logical device that has direct access to elements of the ecosystem, 
monitoring or effecting associated properties. Each edge entity is specified in terms of 
data that it can obtain from the ecosystem, optionally with enhanced processing, and a 
characterization of the behavioral quality to be exhibited by the device. A device may 
operate independently or as an agent of the product.

A user entity is an interface device that provides the means for users to interact with the 
product, providing information and initiating actions. The form and content of 
information and actions presented to a user is determined by the product based on the 
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role(s) that the user is permitted to perform and the capabilities of the device(s) 
available to that user. A “role” is a requirements-specified characterization of an 
individual’s scope of responsibility within an enterprise: information needed, 
information that can be supplied, and actions that can be initiated. A role implies 
authorization to access information and perform actions as part of enterprise 
operations.

User interfaces are distinguished by logical device type—representing the mechanisms/
affordances by which users can interact with product capabilities and attributes of these 
that limit the form of product-user interactions. There may be alternative realizations of 
a user interface according to the forms of interface device that are accessible to a user.

————-

virtual elements provide more options for instrumentation with artificial phenomena

multiple instances of a product may be operating, independently or jointly, in the same 

ecosystem

role of entities: (1) as conduits between product and ecosystem; (2) as agents that observe and 

exert influence on the environment and other entities; what ecosystem info does an entity 

expose? what actions does it provide for the product to act? what other behavior does it exhibit?

An entity is characterized by a set of services through which the product can observe ecosystem 

information content (properties and phenomena) and initiate actions that influence ecosystem 

behavior.

how accurate and precise is an entity in expressing reality (sampled real-world data values) 

(quality spec to be matched in virtual spacetime)

A physical entity can only operate on virtual elements that are accessible via software operating 

on a product’s computational platform.. A virtual entity can operate on physical elements only 

by interacting through an intermediary physical device.

A Physically-Characterized Environment Model

The product environment model describes an ecosystemthat is in principle physically 
realized. This describes an abstract information space in which the product is built to 
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operate. Observable phenomena and properties are expressed as measurable quantities 
that can be detected by specified entities and that change as a result of naturally 
occurring processes or due to the effects of specified entity actions.

Correct product behavior relies on obtaining timely and accurate information from 
entities about ecosystem properties and phenomena. It then relies on entities to initiate 
actions that will achieve its intended behavior. Ecosystem properties may be relevant to 
software capabilities (e.g., effects of terrain and buildings on mobility or of 
environmental conditions on communications, location and behavioral quality aspects 
of entities).

The form and content for a product to access the capabilities of an entity—depending on 
the nature of the entity—is encapsulated in an associated software component. The 
capabilities of a physically-realized entity for providing information and actions may be 
constrained by its realization. The definition of a entity-associated component depends 
on information concerning the entity’s realization—supported capabilities, platform 
connectivity, communication media and protocols, data formats, and quality factors—
which are then exposed in a form that other elements of the product can reference.

Building Virtual Elements of an Ecosystem

The product environment model defines a framework for creating a software platform 
that approximates the envisioned operational environment. The platform may support a 
combination of physical and virtual elements. Building such a platform is a software 
product engineering project in its own right. The content of the product environment 
model is the basis for defining the customer needs for such a product.

A dynamic product environment model is one that is extended with specifications of the 
behavior (i.e., processes that express behavior such as a simple state model or 
simulation) of the environment and associated entities.

Interactions with entities can be instrumented to provide experimental monitoring and 
control of their behavior, supporting analyses of product behavior. This realization must 
be verified as a sufficient approximation of the actual environment to the degree that it 
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is an adequate basis for ensuring that the product will operate correctly in the actual 
environment.

Product Engineering for an Artificial Environment

(either a virtual op env for a product or a simulated environment product)

Deploying, Operating, and Monitoring a Product in an Artificial Environment

• provide a model that defines the information content of the operational 
environment and simulates associated natural processes that determine values

• formulate a platform that provides data/control channels enabling connections 
for communication and coordination among infrastructure elements

• provide the means to inject a software object as the behavior of any designated 
element of the infrastructure; provide software objects that emulate the behavior 
(including timing and errors; normal/expected and abnormal/unexpected 
behaviors) of black-box systems operating in the environment

• formulate the means to connect hardware devices or to inject software objects 
that emulate the behavior of devices (i.e., to sense environmental data and 
initiate actions to change that data)

• formulate the means to emulate business process and the associated expected 
behavior of users in scenarios that correspond to their performance of 
responsibilities in designated working roles within the system

• provide the means to inject or access instrumentation for observability of 
virtualized entities (to monitor actions and collect data)

The product environment model includes specifications of (1a) the physical 
environment  (an abstract data model) (1b) hardware devices that map data (a concrete 
data model), (2) user roles and scenarios for performing customer business processes, 
(3) other systems with which the product will need to interact, and (4) capabilities that 
users need in a product to monitor or modify the ecosystem to better meet their needs. 
This includes as-is models of the environment and potential to-be models that might 
better support the envisioned product.
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Interactions among entities and product should be expressed in scenario-based 
processes; a scenario reflects a process that an entity performs independent of the 
product. Scenarios can portray how system entities behave, simulating interactions with 
other entities (e.g., sending/receiving messages). A system entity can be defined to 
simulate enterprise business processes, including the performance of user roles.

————->

Figure 2.3-1. The Organization of a 
Product Operational Environment
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